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How would my company benefit from hosting with Random 
Digit? 

 

With ever-increasing demands for 
businesses to have modern, functional 
and user friendly websites and the 
growing costs of employing in-house 
web server administrators, webmasters 
and Database DBA's, we at Random 
Digit believe we can offer a cost 
effective alternative to this expensive 
scenario. 

Our team of motivated industry 
professionals, many from contracting backgrounds, are experienced and used 
to working on all types of server and software configurations from differing 
industry sectors. We have the expertise to cover all industry technologies 
currently in use and our commitment to ongoing training in the latest 
techniques and technologies helps keep us ahead of our game and provide 
you with a service that's second to none.  
 



 

 

What expectations should we have? 

 

Expectations are sometimes hard to 
define, but we believe they should be 
clear and simple at all times. Should you 
have any problem with your website call 
our dedicated 24/7 support team and 
they will diagnose the fault and were 
possible provide a fix. 

Random Digit backup all hosted 
websites were required absolutely free 
to dedicated servers on a different 
continental shelf. This provides you will 
a fault tolerate service which can be recovered from within two hours should 
the worst ever happen. We can also provide staggered backups of data and 
files to provide a level of data rollback. 

 

 

How does it work? 

 

We place you website on a test server to determine the required recourses, 
once we have agreed the level of hosting required and the frequency of any 
backups we can move your application to a live environment. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

What will it cost us? 

 

Due the complexity of individual businesses 
websites its not practical to detail prices, but for a 
simple example we charge £96 per year for a 
shared server hosting no more than 50 other 
websites with Windows Server 2008 running SQL 
Server 2008, IIS and SMTP. SQL Server 
databases start at £226 per year. 

 

 

How do I find out more? 

 

Give us a call on 0800 0 148 504, or email our sales 
team at sales@randomdigit.net so we can arrange a 
convenient time to discuss your requirements. 

 


